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In this paper, we propose a critical analysis of recent evolutionary the-
ories of justice in economics and philosophy. While rationalistic theories of
justice essentially follow the wisdom of Immanuel Kant, some economists
have rather embraced David Hume’s evolutionary understanding of justice
as a set of evolving conventions and norms. This leads to a radically dif-
ferent perspective. Rather than asking what justice principles ought to be,
one aims at determining why people make the fairness judgments they make.
This approach can be both called naturalistic and evolutionary: justice is
a natural fact, the result of an evolutionary process through which fairness
judgments based on conventions have emerged and have acquired a normative
content. Evolutionary theories of justice share a methodological commitment
in evolutionary arguments and particularly in evolutonary game-theoretic
models. We investigate several methodological and theoretical issues related
to these theories: the representativeness of evolutionary models, the rele-
vance of highly abstract explanations of justice, the role of coalitions and
bargaining power in the evolution of fairness principles. We finally argue
that despite the insights they produce, evolutionary theories of justice have
to take more seriously the institutional and psychological factors that have
shaped our principles of justice, notably through the concepts of focal points
and embeddedness.

The idea that game theory can be a tool for the moral philosopher as been first
developed by Richard Braithwaite [Braithwaite(1954)] in 1954 in a lecture delivered at
the University of Cambridge. Braithwaite argued that game theory might help to foster
a new approach to study issues of distributive justice. Even if some philosophers such
as Gauthier [Gauthier(1986)] have followed his advice, moral and political philosophers
largely remain cautious about using game-theoretic reasonings.1 More importantly, jus-
tice has been traditionally approached by philosophers in an axiomatic way. That is, the

1When game theory is used by moral philosophers, it is more often to dispute what are otherwise
unanimously accept results, such as for example the fact that cooperation is impossible in the one-shot
prisoner’s dilemma. Ken Binmore [Binmore(1994)] offers a lengthly refutation of these “squaring the
circle” approaches.
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philosopher aims at discovering what principles of justice ought to be once some basic
propositions are taken for granted. This way of studying justice can also be called ‘ratio-
nalistic’ since its consists to ask what principles of justice rational individuals ought to
agree on provided that they were placed in some artificial situation, such as the original
position imagined by John Harsanyi and John Rawls.

Recently, philosophers but also economists have tried a different approach. While
rationalistic theories of justice essentially follow the wisdom of Immanuel Kant, some
economists have rather embraced David Hume’s evolutionary understanding of justice
as a set of evolving conventions and norms. The perspective taken is then completely
reversed. Rather than asking what justice principles ought to be, one aims at deter-
mining why people make the fairness judgment they make. In other words, we abandon
(at least momentarily) any normative ambition and want to explain the origins of the
actual principles of justice which are used by individuals in actual human societies.
Fairness judgments are taken as objective phenomena which have to be scientifically
explained. This approach can be both called naturalistic and evolutionary: justice is
a natural fact, the result of an evolutionary process through which fairness judgments
based on conventions have emerged and have acquired a normative content. This evolu-
tionary process might be biological2 or cultural, and more likely to be both at the same
time. This article will discuss some methodological issues linked to recent evolutionary
explanations of justice in economics and philosophy. Because of their representativ-
ity and also because they are widely cited, we will be mainly interested in the works
of three authors: Ken Binmore ([Binmore(1994)], [Binmore(1998)], [Binmore(2005)]),
Brian Skyrms ([Skyrms(1996)], [Skyrms(2004)]) and Robert Sugden ([Sugden(2005)]).
Though they differ on several points to be discussed below, these works share the same
interest in explaining justice as an evolutionary phenomena and, more importantly, share
the same methodological commitment in making a large use of game theory, more par-
ticularly of evolutionary game theory.

We will argue that evolutionary explanations of justice are unavoidable if one wants
to avoid a purely metaphysical approach of justice. In fact, to be a scientific object,
justice principles have to be taken as real and objective phenomena having evolved.
However, the use of evolutionary models and arguments generates methodological issues
questioning the real value of this type of explanations. We will underline that any evo-
lutionary account of justice has to take into account the psychological and institutional
features peculiar to the human species. This casts some doubts on the value of para-
doxically excessively abstract evolutionary explanations. A first part will present some
striking aspects of works treating justice as an evolutionary phenomenon. The rest of
the paper will discuss different methodological and theoretical points. A second part
evaluates the representativeness and credibility of evolutionary models of justice, a third

2Sociobiologists are generally interested in the genetic and biological origins of morality (see for
example [Alexander(1987)]). Note however that modern sociobiology emphasized the coevolution of
genes and culture. See below and also [Boyd and Richerson(1985)], [Richerson and Boyd(2005)].
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part distinguishes between moral (or fair) behavior and moral motivation and underlines
that the latter cannot be explained in a purely abstract manner. A fourth part points
to the potential role of coalitions in the bargaining games where fairness principles may
have evolved. The fifth and last part concludes on the need for evolutionary explanations
of justice to be less axiomatic and more empirical.

1 Justice as a Natural Phenomenon

This section will present some major aspects of works treating justice as a natural
phenomenon: Ken Binmore’s Game Theory and the Social Contract ([Binmore(1998)]),
Brian Skyrms’s Evolution of the Social Contract ([Skyrms(1996)]) and Robert Sugden’s
The Economics of Rights, Cooperation and Welfare ([Sugden(2005)]). It should be note
that this works differ from each other in significant respects. In fact, they will not be
equally concerned by the critical remarks developed in the rest of the paper. Neverthe-
less, they share both a substantive point (justice is an objective fact which has evolved)
and a methodological use of evolutionary models and arguments.

1.1 Justice as an Equilibrium in the ‘Game of Life’

Binmore’s two massive volumes ([Binmore(1994)], [Binmore(1998)]) develops an ambi-
tious naturalistic theory of justice using repeated and evolutionary game theory.3 Bin-
more’s ambition is to propose a naturalistic (non-Kantian) defense of Rawls’ version
of egalitarianism by showing that cultural and natural evolution have made us able to
enforce egalitarian social contract. Binmore’s argument is complex but we can grasp it
by summarizing its main features.

Binmore defines a social contract as a set of conventions that allow the members of a
community or of a society to coordinate their actions. Of course, because of his natural-
istic stance, he rejects any rationalistic grounding of the social contract: it is not a tacit
fictive agreement that rational individuals would have concluded under an hypothetical
veil of ignorance but rather a set of conventions and common understandings produce
by cultural and natural evolution. It is true that Binmore uses the device of the original
position (see below) but in a naturalistic fashion: the social contract takes the form of
a bargaining game that genetic evolution has programed humans to play. According to
him, a viable social contract must met three criteria: stability, efficiency and fairness.
The first is the most important. Binmore rejects the“skyhooks” that moral philosophers
are used to invoke to make the agreement concluded under the veil of ignorance binding.
Since every members of a society are part of the social contract (including government
members and law enforcers), a stable agreement must be self-enforcing. Arguing that
any social contract relies on a repeated game, Binmore makes use of the folk theorems

3Taken together, these two books approach one thousand pages and are of a particularly difficult
read. The same author has recently proposed a more accessible account of his theory in a work devoid
of its mathematical content ([Binmore(2005)]).
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of repeated game theory to show that a multiplicity of equilibria exists, whatever the
underlying game played is.4 The question of the form of the underlying game (prisoner’s
dilemma, chicken game, battle of the sexes...) is of a secondary importance since in any
game with partial conflict between the players, cooperation is sustainable provided that
the game is indefinitely repeated and that players have a sufficiently low discount rate.

The folk theorems show that for cooperation to evolve, it does not need that in-
dividuals have pro-social preferences. According to Binmore, while individuals may
occasionally behave altruistically, they tend to follow they near self-interest in the long
run, especially when the stakes are high.5 It is therefore not necessary that evolution
endowed humans with pro-social preferences for cooperation to evolve. However, the
folk theorems and more generally (classical) game theory assume that individuals be-
have rationally, that is they made consistent choice. In fact, Binmore is naturalizing the
expected utility theory ([Sugden(2001b)]): biological and cultural evolution select for
genes and memes that maximize something by making consistent choices. Provided that
individuals make consistent choice, it is possible to describe their behavior through the
assumption that they maximize some utility function. Convincing or not, this argument
allows Binmore to ground social contracts on evolutionary processes.

The two other conditions for a social contract to be viable are efficiency and fairness.
Efficiency is defined with the Pareto criterion and is based on a simple argument of group
selection: different communities may agree on different social contracts. If we assume
that communities expansion and dissemination are a function of the efficiency of their
social contracts, then communities operating under a sub-optimal one will progressively
be overwhelmed by those operating with efficient ones.6 If we assume, as Binmore, that

4Binmore [Binmore(1994)] spends half of the first volume to argue that cooperation in the one-shot
prisoner’s dilemma is impossible. Moral philosophers have generally taken for granted that members of
a society are engaged in a prisoner’s dilemma and that therefore cooperation must be possible under it.
What they fail to see is that if it is the case that a social contract is negotiated under a prisoner’ dilemma,
then the game is necessarily repeated if cooperation is to be made a possible outcome. Binmore’s
argument relies on a strong version of revealed preferences theory stating that a game as it is defined
by its payoffs matrix is written after the actual behavior of individuals has been observed. Therefore,
mutual defection in the prisoner’s dilemma is a tautology. However, Binmore is not consistent in his
use of this interpretation of payoffs in game theory as he switches to a more conventional interpretation
when discussing for example backward induction reasoning.

5Binmore is very critical of behavioral economics, despite the fact that he has himself contributed to
the experimental literature. According to Binmore, pro-social behaviors such as cooperation in a pris-
oner’s dilemma is only observed in the short run with little money to win in experimental settings. Once
they have learned the game, individuals tend to become more self-interested. By the way, experiments
indicate that cooperation in mix-motives decreases as the game is iterated. Binmore invokes here what
is sometimes called the “the big mistake hypothesis”: individuals behave sub-optimally because they
misinterpret the game they played by conflating it with a more habitual one; it is only after some time
that they learn the best strategy. For a critique of this hypothesis, see [Henrich(2004)].

6As Binmore notes, this argument is immunized against the traditional critiques of group selection
explanations. In fact, the stability requirement assures that any existing social contract is an equilibrium
and therefore that individuals are interested to enforce it. Robert Sugden [Sugden(2001b)] notes however
that Binmore does not link reproduction with utility. As in evolutionary game-theoretic models in
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the negotiation of a social contract takes the form of a bargaining game between two
players, then any viable social contract is contained in the area between the disagree-
ment point (which corresponds to the minimax gain for each players) and the maximum
that each players can gain. An efficient agreement will then be placed on the Pareto
frontier delimiting the set of feasible social contracts. However, numerous agreements
are still possible. According to Binmore, the fairness criterion serves as a device to select
one the efficient equilibria. Fairness norms help therefore individuals to coordinate on a
particular outcome by expecting that everyone will choose it. Since individuals agree to
coordinate on a particular equilibrium, it is deemed to be fair.

How the fair equilibrium is determined and, more importantly, what equilibrium will
be chosen are the main questions answered by Binmore’s evolutionary theory of justice.
According to Binmore, humans are engaged in an ancestral “game of life” whose rules
are defined by physical constraints. Binmore describes it as a (repeated) bargaining
game played by two players, Adam and Eve. He takes the problem of food-sharing in
human foraging communities to be the hallmark problem encoded in the game of life: the
problem of satisfying basic needs has been faced by the very first human communities.
Sharing food has been from the very start of human history an allocation problem that
any community had to solve. Since the same problem is also faced by animals such chim-
panzees, Binmore makes the conjecture that humans have been genetically programed
to play the game of life. Using a simple overlapping generation model, it is easy to show
that sharing food with its relatives is an equilibrium (not the sole however) which might
be selected. However, in human societies, cooperation expands well beyond the circle of
genetic relatives. Cooperation with non-relatives is a product of cultural evolution and
therefore a fair equilibrium is selected through an evolutionary cultural process. Bin-
more’s central thesis is then that the equilibrium selected will be egalitarian in nature.
The bargaining game describing the game of life is played under a veil of ignorance:
hunting and gathering are subject to random events and an individual cannot know in
advance if he will be lucky or not the next time he searches for food. This uncertainty
leads individuals to agree on assurance mechanisms through food-sharing. However, to
bargain under a veil ignorance, each individual must be able to imagine what it would
be to be the lucky hunter who have caught a stag and the unlucky one one who have
failed to caught anything. Anyone must be able to rank the different possible outcomes
by making himself in the shoes of another person. In other words, individuals have to
make interpersonal comparisons of utility. Following Harsanyi, Binmore considers that
individuals possess empathetic preferences allowing them to determine if they prefer
to be“person i in situation x” or “person j in situation ”. Since such preferences are
necessary to play the game of life, they also have genetic origins.7 These empathetic

economics, utility describes only the propensity for a strategy to be replicated in the society. If Pareto
optimality is defined in terms of utility, then assuming that Pareto improvements promote survival or
competitiveness is to make a logical jump. Some behavioral patterns with strong replication propensity
such as addictive behaviors can be destructive in the long run.

7Empathetic preferences correspond to the idea of sympathy developed both by Hume and Smith.
Again, Binmore is proceeding to a naturalization since he locates the origins of sympathy in an evolu-
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preferences determine the rate at which the utils of each individual will be trade with
that of others (Binmore speaks of “social indices”). The content of empathetic prefer-
ences and therefore the value of the social indices are determined by cultural evolution.8

Binmore comes to the conclusion that the social contract chosen must be fair by
adding to the game of life another device through which individuals will be able to
coordinate their action: the “game of morals”. The game of morals is purely conventional
and is not binded by physical rules. Binmore interprets it as an heuristic through which
individuals will reflect on the reaction of every members of a society to a new agreement.
Like the game of life, the game of moral leads individuals to make use of empathy.
Binmore contends that any individual can at every moment appeal to the game of moral
if he is not satisfied with his situation. Making appeal to the game of moral is like
to reload the dices and to negotiate a new agreement under a veil of ignorance. The
clause of unlimited appeal as radical implications: first, it means that individuals must
have the same empathetic preferences - Binmore calls it an empathy equilibrium. In the
contrary case, an agreement would not be reached, leading to play the game of moral
again and again. Second, the agreement must be considered to be fair by each individual
according to the existing social indices. As Binmore ([Binmore(2005)]) puts it: “A fair
social contract is then taken to be an equilibrium in the game of life that calls for a use
of strategies which, if used in the game of morals, would never leave a player with an
incentive to exercise his right of appeal to the device of the original position... the game
of morals is nothing more than a coordination device for selecting one of the equilibria
in the game of life” (p. 172). Therefore, it is clear that any social contract which is
not egalitarian will lead the unlucky individuals to appeal for a new game of morals. As
soon as everyone use the game of morals to choose what is the fair social contract and
that this is common knowledge, the social contract must be egalitarian. This achieves
Binmore’s naturalization of Rawls’ egalitarianism.

1.2 The Evolution of Fairness Norms

The philosopher Brian Skyrms [Skyrms(1996)] has produced a simpler but quite similar
account of the evolution of justice. Skyrms makes use of simple evolutionary game-
theoretic models to study the evolution of moral behaviors under the replicator dy-
namics.9 He notes that evolutionary models employing both this kind of dynamics and

tionary biological process.
8Binmore makes an analogy with the evolution of language. The capacity to develop and to learn a

language has a biological origin. However, the content of any language comes from the cultural history
of each society and is independent of any biological factor.

9The replicator dynamics is a kind of evolutionary dynamics proposed by Taylor and Jonker
[taylor and Jonker(1978)] to study dynamic systems. It states that the growth of a trait or of a strategy
in a population is a linear function of the difference between the fitness (payoffs) of this strategy of the
average fitness in the population. In its continuous from, it is written as follows: dps/dt = ps(πs − π)
where ps is the proportion of the strategy s in the population, πs the fitness of the strategy s and π the
average fitness of the population. The replicator dynamics is a subclass of qualitative adaptive dynamics
stating that a strategy that is not extinct increases its proportion in the population if its fitness is higher
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traditional concepts of evolutionary stability (such as the concept of “evolutionary sta-
ble strategy”) can be used to study biological evolution but also have a straightforward
cultural interpretation: while in biological evolution replication operates genetically, in
cultural evolution the main device of replication is imitation. As soon as one assumes
that the utility derived from a strategy is a proxy for the propensity of this strategy to
be replicated through imitation in the population, then the replicator dynamics can help
to model cultural evolution. Beyond this statement, Skyrms stays evasive concerning
the proper interpretation of payoff in cultural evolutionary models and avoid discussing
the methodological issues that result from it. We return to this point in the next sections.

Skyrms ([Skyrms(1996)]) notably proposes an extensive study of the Nash demand
game which it takes as the benchmark to study the evolution of fairness norms. The
demand game is the simplest version of the Nash bargaining game: two individuals have
to divide a cake (or any other divisible object) by each making an offer simultaneously; if
both offers are compatible (their sum is equal or inferior to the cake to be divided), each
player receives his offer, otherwise they gain nothing. Any pair of offers which exhausts
the whole cake is a Nash equilibrium in the game. The fairness norm (which incidentally
coincides both with the egalitarian and the Nash solution of the bargaining game) con-
sists in offering a 50-50 split and is always adopted by individuals in experiment under
conditions of perfect symmetry. However, the obviousness of this solution has to be ex-
plained. Invoking the idea of focal point proposed by Thomas Schelling [Schelling(1960)]
to explain the quasi-universal adoption of the equal split is only the beginning of an ex-
planation since one may wants to know the evolutionary origins of such a focal point.
It is easy to see that to demand half of the cake is the sole evolutionary stable strategy.
However, any polymorphism with two strategies exhausting the cake is also evolutionary
stable in the replicator dynamics. Skyrms’ simulations show that the basin of attraction
of the equal split equilibrium is larger as the possibilities of splitting are greater. How-
ever, the size of the basin of attraction of the various polymorphisms remains nonetheless
non-negligible and therefore convergence towards the fair equilibrium is all but certain.10

The evolution of the fair division is more likely once we allow for correlated inter-
actions. To say that interactions are correlated means that a given strategy is more
likely to meet itself than in a purely random process. If p is the probability that an
individual playing strategy s meets another individual using also strategy s, then un-
der correlated interactions this probability is increased: P = p + e(1 − p) with e the
coefficient of correlation. If e = 0, interactions are uncorrelated, while if e = 1 in-
teractions are perfectly correlated. Intuitively, since fair division is the sole strategy

than the population average.
10Skyrms’ simulations show that the size of the basin of attraction of the various polymorphic traps

decreases as the granularity of the discrete bargaining game increases. That is, the more offers can be
made precise, the more it is likely that the population will converge toward a state approaching the fair
equilibrium. For example, for a sum of 10$ with only integer offers possible, fair division has evolved
62% of the time. For a cake of a size of 200$, fair division has evolved in slightly more than 62% of the
time but combined with a 99-101 split, it represents more than 81% of the outcomes.
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facing itself which exhausts the cake to be divided, correlation increases its likelihood
to become universal. Simulations show that this is indeed the case even when corre-
lation is low. This analysis shows in a very abstract way that an evolutionary process
is likely to lead to the evolution of a fairness norms that has the status of a focal
point. Justin D’Arms et al. ([D’Arms, Batterman, and Gorny(1998)]) have criticized
Skyrms’ study on several grounded on which we return below. They argue mainly that
the assumption of correlated interactions has no firm grounding in empirical reality
since nothing is said about the mechanisms inducing correlations. One way to answer
this critic is to build a spatially-constrained agent-based model with a finite number of
agents playing the Nash demand game with their neighbors on a two dimensional lattice
([Alexander and Skyrms(1999)], [Skyrms(2004)]). It appears that fair offers will quickly
invade the population under every imitative dynamics (for example, “imitate the best
neighbor”), provided that random mutations are allowed with low probability. The re-
sults are even more in favor of the fair equilibrium with small-world and bounded-degree
networks. In both settings, fair division always comes to dominate in the long run.
These kinds of models provide therefore a very abstract account of the evolution of the
fairness norm and more generally of moral behaviors.

1.3 The Evolution of Conventions of Property

Robert Sugden’s The Economics of Rights, Cooperation and Welfare, first published in
1986, is one of the very first application of evolutionary game theory to socioeconomic
matters. The book investigates “the extent to which people can coordinate their behaviour
– can maintain some sort of social order – without relying on the formal machinery of
law and government” (p. 1). In other words, evolutionary game theory is used to achieve
an understanding of the emergence of coordination without central planning. The book
is deeply inspired by Hume’s account of the origin of justice and property and consists
largely in a formal restatement of the main arguments of the Scottish philosopher. The
central thesis is that justice principles, through which individuals in a given society
evaluate what is good and what is right, are conventions produced by a decentralized
evolutionary process. Though more or less arbitrary, once established those conventions
have acquired a moral force which makes individuals to condemn their breach. Justice
is then the product of some kind of “spontaneous order”. Established conventions, be-
cause they are thought to be common knowledge in a society, are focal points on which
everyone expect others to coordinate. They give to individuals a sense of entitlement
and then become a component of our morality.

Sugden’s analysis particularly builds on David Lewis’s study of conventions [Lewis(1969)].
However, it adopts a wider definition of the concept of convention by defining it as any
stable equilibrium in a game that has two or more equilibria. Then, contrary to Lewis’
definition, conventions are not restrict to game of coordination. There are also conven-
tions in mix-motives games provided that multiple equilibria exist. Besides conventions
of coordination, there are also conventions of property and conventions of reciprocity.
We focus on the evolution of conventions of property but the analysis can be extended
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to the two other kinds of conventions. Conventions of property allocate resources in the
population of a community: territory, objects, assets... They allow solving problems of
appropriation and the avoidance of costly conflicts. One way to formalize an interaction
involving a problem of appropriation is to use the hawk-dove game:

Hawk Dove
Hawk (V - C)/2 ; (V - C)/2 V ; 0
Dove 0 ; V V/2 ; V/2

Playing “hawk” consists to aggressively take possession of a specific asset while play-
ing “dove” is to behave cautiously. If the players behave cautiously, they share equally
the asset of value V. If they both fight hard, they receive serious injury; they pay a cost
C and win V with a probability of 1/2. When a hawk meets a dove, the aggressive
player takes possession of the totality of the asset. If we assume that C > V we have the
hawk-dove game with two Nash equilibria in pure strategy: [Dove; Hawk] and [Hawk;
Dove]. As such, it is impossible to predict which equilibrium will emerge: if I believe
that you will play Dove, then I will play Hawk; but I might also believe that you will
play Hawk, which induces me to play Dove. Moreover, if I believe that you believe that
I will play Dove, I have to play Dove. But you might also believe that I will play Hawk,
and so I should play Hawk, etc. This is somewhat similar to a Hobbessian state of
nature where we can never be sure of what is going on. A last possibility is to play the
mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium by randomizing: then each player will play Hawk with
probability V/C. It is easy to see that such equilibrium is inefficient since two hawk
players will meet with probability (V/C)2, inducing negative payoffs for both players.
Now, assuming that this game is repeatedly played by members of a large population
randomly chosen at each iteration (and provided that only pure strategies are allowed),
and that strategies replicate at a rate function to their expected payoffs through imi-
tation (or any other replication mechanism), we see that the population will converge
towards the sole evolutionary stable state where a fraction V/C plays Hawk and a frac-
tion 1 - V/C plays Dove.11 As for the one-shot game, this equilibrium is inefficient.
Again, we face an Hobbessian state of nature where everybody would gain by agreeing
on some specific rule to determine who is entitle to play Hawk and who must play Dove.

Such an agreement can eventually be established voluntarily. However, the Hawk-
Dove game is not a coordination game since everyone prefers to be in the position of
the Hawk player. Therefore, it is not sure that everyone agree to the repartition of
the roles. Moreover, the larger the population, the lower the probability to succeed
in finding an agreement. Fortunately, explicit agreements are not necessary to “break
the curse of the symmetry” (following Brian Skyrms’ expression). In fact, it appears
that the sub-optimality of the evolutionary stable equilibrium is due to the fact that

11If everyone plays Hawk, then a Dove mutant will invade the population. The same happen if everyone
plays Dove since then it pays to play Hawk. Therefore, the population must stabilizes at the sole point
where expected payoffs are equal, which is the equilibrium in mixed-strategy.
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players cannot discriminate their role in the interaction. In other words, players are in-
distinguishable and therefore cannot rely on any specific information to determine their
optimal pure strategy. However, to assume perfect symmetry is mainly of an academic
interest. Numerous characteristics associated to an interaction are susceptible to make
it asymmetric: two drivers arriving simultaneously at a crossroad are distinguishable by
their relative position or by the type of the road they come from. When a territory or
an asset is disputed, it is often possible to distinguish who arrives first or who actually
possess the asset. Once such characteristics are noted by the players, the game is no
longer symmetric and it becomes possible to distinguish between different roles in the
game (for example, the possessor and the non-possessor, or the driver who comes from
the right and the driver who comes from the left, etc.). Now, each player as the pos-
sibility to condition his strategy to the particular role he plays. It opens the way to
the emergence of correlated equilibria ([Aumann(1987)]). If we distinguish in the Hawk-
Dove game between role A and role B, and label p and q the respective probability of
playing Hawk in role A and in role B, then three equilibria are now possible: [1; 0], [0;
1] and the mixed-strategy equilibrium [V/C ; V/C]. One can see that both correlated
equilibria are efficient since costly fights between hawks never appear.

What is important to note is that conventions relying on a correlated equilibrium
may appear spontaneously. In fact, in the asymmetric game, the mixed-strategy equi-
librium is no longer stable: once the fraction of players playing Hawk in role A or B
deviates from V/C, a snowballing effect will lead the population towards one of the
two correlated equilibria.12 If a small number of individuals in the population note
the asymmetry and start (even by chance) to correlate their strategy, it becomes ad-
vantageous for the others to follow the convention.13 We can now replace the labels
“role A” and “role B” by those of “possessors” and “incumbents”: the fact that even
if property rights are absent an object may be in possession of someone is a character-
istic observable by everybody. It suffices that possessors manifest for whatever reason
a proclivity to defend (play Hawk) their possession (even slightly) superior to V/C to
give an advantage to incumbents playing Dove. The snowball effect then will give rise
to a convention of property according to which the possessor of an object is entitled to
keep it. The correlated strategy “ when possessor, plays hawk; when incumbent, plays
Dove” is called the “bourgeois strategy” by some authors ([Smith(1982)]) and is widely
adopted in our modern societies. However, it must be note that the symmetric strategy
consisting to play Hawk when incumbent and to behave cautiously when possessor is also
an equilibrium and therefore a potential convention. Interestingly, this last convention is

12For example, if by chance, p > V/C, then every players in role B will maximize expected fit-
ness/utility by playing Dove. Hence, q < V/C, leading role A players to play Hawk. The population will
therefore converge towards the [1; 0] state.

13The initial twist leading the population to converge towards one of the two equilibrium may be due
to chance, but also to some voluntary actions of individuals having concluded an agreement. While
this is a possibility, we may object that moral considerations (of the same type of those put forward by
Sugden) may lead the remaining people to refuse to follow the agreement even if it is in their interest
to do so.
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hardly found in nature.14 Sugden explains the dominance of the bourgeois strategy and
of the convention of property by its salience (or prominence): conventions of property
are prominent because they rely on habitual patterns widely observable in nature and,
in some way, that are “logical”. Because of their prominence, individuals tend to search
for this pattern in different situations and to correlate their strategy according to them.
According to Sugden (p. 105), prominent, unambiguous and cheat-proof interpretations
and patterns are favored in the evolutionary process in which conventions compete.

2 What Do Evolutionary Models of Justice Represent?

Evolutionary theories of justice all rely on game-theoretic models. Contrary to Binmore
who uses repeated game theory and only provides an informal evolutionary account, both
Skyrms and Sugden explicitly formalize the evolutionary dynamics of different games to
explain the emergence of moral behavior and of justice principles. As all models in any
science, evolutionary models of justice look to isolate some aspects of their target sys-
tem in a meaningful sense, such that it allows to draw conclusions on the role played
by those aspects in the real world. Alternatively, one can consider that at least some
models do not attempt to describe the real world but rather represent their own fictional
world with its own properties. Nevertheless, the credibility of the model depends of its
ability to suggest that at least some of the mechanisms and properties of the fictional
world described by the model have an extension in the real world (see [Sugden(2000)]).
Whatever the interpretation we adopt (models as tools of isolation or models as fictional
credible worlds), we can consider that models are devices to conduct mental experiments
whose relevance is a function both of their resemblance and of their representativeness
([Mäki(2005)]).

The issue of the resemblance of models can also be called the problem of their “re-
alisticness”. Thought important, it is of a secondary importance here. Evolutionary
explanations of justice typically rely on very abstract models who do not pretend to be
realistic representations of the socioeconomic phenomena related to justice. Because of
that, the criteria of the resemblance is not prominent to evaluate the relevance of the
model. In fact, one can think of several examples in economics of models having only a
loose resemblance with the target system they seek to explain while producing impor-
tant insights: Thomas Schelling’s checkerboard model of spatial segregation and George
Akerlof’s market of the lemons are two highly-praised cases. Of course, resemblance in
a loose sense is still required and whether or not evolutionary models discussed above
meet this criterion might be disputed. However, the problem of resemblance becomes
important only when the issue of representativeness is settled. In fact, before estimating
the degree of resemblance of a given a model to a particular target system, it is necessary
to determine what this target system is. It is not sure how evolutionary models of justice

14Maynard Smith [Smith(1982)] relates that one specie of spiders seems to behave along the anti-
property equilibrium: when an incumbent arrives near a net, the spider locating on it quit the net to
find another one.
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perform against this criterion. We focus for the moment on the Nash bargaining game
used both by Binmore and Skyrms to study the evolution of fairness norms.

Skyrms uses the simple Nash demand game to study the dynamics of the equal split.
The institutional setting the game is parsimonious: two players make simultaneously
an offer and they share the prize according to their offer (or they receive nothing if
their offers are incompatible). This means that a third player, playing the role of a
referee, is hiding somewhere to make sure that players respect the rules of the game
(for example, not using violence) and to share the prize between the players. Binmore
also uses the bargaining game to explain how members of a society have come to be
habituated to specific fairness norms. He is less specific than Skyrms concerning the
precise form of the game since, once we assume that the game is indefinitely repeated
and that players discount gains at a sufficiently low rate, multiple equilibria including
Pareto-optimal ones are possible. Like Skyrms, Binmore uses a two-players game but
acknowledge several additional features: the game is repeated between the same players,
players are able to make interpersonal comparison of utility through their empathetic
preferences, these empathetic are assumed to be in equilibrium and, finally, each player
uses the “Game of Morals” as a coordination device to find an agreement on the fair
equilibrium. What are the target systems of these two models is not immediately clear.
Skyrms ([Skyrms(1996)] hardly spends any time to justify the representativeness of his
bargaining model (and also of all the other models he builds). In fact, he even speaks
of an “evolutionary fable” (p. 9) to introduce his explanation of the emergence of the
fairness norm. However, to have some relevance, even a fable has to be representative
of some classes of empirical phenomena.15 What is difficult is to determine if such a
model is vaguely representative of some ancestral state of nature, or captures one aspect
on Human life in small (or larger) communities simply represents nothing than a highly
idealized bargaining between two individuals in a fictional world. Clearly, we can grasp
intuitively what type of situation the Nash demand game can refer to: we are all more or
less bargaining on something everyday (the division of labor at home, the organization
of the work in a research center or at a University, even the price of a car or a house).
What is less clear is the relevance of such situations to enhance our understanding of
the evolution of morality.

Ken Binmore [Binmore(2005)] tries to answer those concerns. He argues that the
device of the original position to solve coordination problem is encoded in Humans’
genes: “Why does the device of the original position strike a chord with most of us
the first time we hear about it? I think it’s because we recognize the deep structure of
the fairness norms that we routinely use in everyday coordination problems. Since this
deep structure seems a human universal, I suspect it is built into our genes” (p. 129).

15As an example of a fable with empirical relevance in economics, one can think of Mancur Olson’s
stationary bandit. Olson’s fable does not pretend to explain how the State has actually emerged but
at least captured one mechanism through which the State is able to maintain itself while increasing the
wealth of the society.
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Binmore draws on a vast anthropological literature to defend his claim by pointing that
the origins of our sense of fairness go as far as 10,000 years with the social contract
of the hunter-gatherer communities. One of the characteristic of these communities is
the absence of any leader or boss. In fact, these communities even had anti-dominance
mechanisms leading to the exclusion from the community of would-be leader:

How is cooperation possible in societies without leaders responsible for de-
termining who gets how much of any surplus generated? I think our sense
of fairness evolved alongside the anti-dominance mechanism in response to
this problem. A social species that doesn’t have leaders to nominate an equi-
librium in a society’s game of life must use some other equilibrium selection
device. In the case of our own species, the device that evolved was fairness.
(p. 134)

Binmore then goes on to argue that in hunter and gatherer communities, individ-
uals face the crucial problem of food-sharing and, because of the uncertainty, are lead
to conclude insurance contracts. The device of the original position directly originates
from necessity produced by biological constraints. The bargaining game from which a
fairness equilibrium is chosen is therefore thought as being representative of the material
condition of life of the first humans in foraging communities. The evolutionary conjec-
ture according to which the device of the original position has been encoded in our genes
around this time and has survived until modern times is reminiscent of arguments made
by evolutionary psychologists. As it is often the case with this kind of arguments, this
explanation runs the risk of being labeled as a “just-so story”. As Binmore himself notes,
we hardly have any direct proof on the way ancestral hunter and gatherer communities
have organized life; only the observation of the few remaining small communities still
living on the planet today can help to make some assumptions. However, even if we
accept this historical conjecture, the representativeness of the two-players bargaining
game to formalize the evolution of fairness norms remains doubtful. The concern here
is not empirical but theoretical.

Binmore’s argument essentially builds on the various folk theorems that state that
in an indefinitely repeated game with players discounting gains at a sufficiently low rate,
it exists multiple equilibria guaranteeing players at least their minimax gains. These
theorems demonstrate that mutual cooperation is possible even when players are in the
most unfavorable setting (the prisoner’s dilemma) and without making the intervention
of an external agency necessary. Even if mutual cooperation is far to be the sole equi-
librium in such a game, it seems reasonable to think that sub-optimal outcomes make
the survival of a community through times less likely. However, most of the folk theo-
rems assume only two players and perfect public information. When some information
is private, cooperation can also be maintained under some conditions. But as soon as
we start to assume that the ancestral game of life is a multi-players game rather than
a two-players one, things start to be far less clear. In fact, it can be simply shown that
once we assume ten players or more and that players can make random mistakes at a low
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rate ε, then the efficiency of cooperation is quickly decreasing ([Gintis(2006)]). This is
the case both with perfect and imperfect public information and also when punishment
is more realistically based on private information, provided that we make reasonable
assumptions concerning the treatment of information by the players. The rationale is
the following: assume that we are in a state of general cooperation; because there is a
positive probability that any individual makes a random error, there will be occasionally
some defections. Players whose opponent has defected will then defect in the next round,
and so on. Defection contaminates the population and leads cooperation to unravel. The
point is that under representative assumptions of the way fairness could have evolved
through an ancestral bargaining game, cooperation is unlikely to maintain itself durably.
It is then necessary to assume a two-players game and several other restrictive assump-
tions, but at the cost of diminishing the resemblance of the model with its target system.

To study the evolution of conventions of property (or of coordination and of reci-
procity) through simple games such as “hawk-dove” might also be criticized on the
ground of a lack of representativeness. It should be note however that if this charge is
valid, then it must also be made against evolutionary biologists, since they have been
the first to use this kind of models to study conflicts and possession relationships in
animals. In the specific case of the role of asymmetries in the evolution of conventions
of property, we can moreover argue that the existence of correlated equilibria has a high
level of general relevance.16 In fact, to assume asymmetric role in a game is undeniably
hugely representative of numerous social interactions since individuals possess cognitive
abilities making them able to reflect on the meaning of those asymmetries. In other
words, correlated equilibria help to capture the interpretative dimension of many social
facts.17 Therefore, even if one can doubt on the realisticness of the hawk-dove game
to account for the evolution of property, the general argument about the role played
by asymmetries seems to have a general relevance to understand the evolution of some
norms of fairness.

3 Moral Behavior and Moral Motivations

The distinction between moral behavior and moral motivations is a second concern
when one reflects on the value of evolutionary explanations of justice. This aspect is
more relevant to some works (Skyrms’ one essentially) than others (Sugden’s one) but
clearly ask the question of the limit of any evolutionary explanation. In a short review
of Skyrms’ 1996 book, Philip Kitcher [Kitcher(1999)] makes the following observation:

... it’s important to demonstrate that the forms of behavior that accord
with our sense of justice and morality can originate and be maintained under

16Herbert Gintis [Gintis(2009)] even argues that the concept of correlated equilibrium should replace
the Nash one as the proper equilibrium concept in game theory.

17Correlated equilibria also exist in the animal world. However, strategies following a correlated
equilibrium will be encoded in the genetic program of organisms. There is hardly any reflexive dimension
in animals’ behavior.
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natural selection. Yet we should also be aware that the demonstration doesn’t
necessarily account for the superstructure of concepts and principles in terms
of which we appraise those forms of behaviour (p. 267).

Kitcher is making here the distinction between moral behavior and moral motiva-
tions. In fact, Skyrms’ account of the evolution of fairness norms but also the related
work of J. Mackenzie Alexander [Alexander(2007)] on the evolution of morality are fo-
cus on observable behavior without making any assumption of the underlying motivation
leading individuals to behave morally. In Alexander’s models, moral behavior is solely a
consequence of a local optimization grounded on a specific heuristic. However, one can
argue that such an explanation is only partial since one may want to know the precise
psychological mechanism which leads the individual to act in a certain way. In other
words, the models offered by Alexander or Skyrms only provide a plausible explanation
of morality in terms of ultimate causes but ignore the proximate causes of morality.
D’Arms et al. [D’Arms, Batterman, and Gorny(1998)] dub this approach “evolutionary
generalism” to contrast it to the “evolutionary particularism” of evolutionary psychol-
ogy. Evolutionary particularism seeks to reveal what are the specific adaptive mecha-
nisms which have evolved through natural selection and that explain particular behavior.
Evolutionary generalism of the kind of Skyrms’ models is not commited to provide an
explanation of the evolution of the (psychological) adaptive mechanisms. If we take for
granted that both approaches have for explanandum some kind of behavior b solving a
problem p in a situation S, then we can contrast both evolutionary explanations by their
explanans in the following way (see also [Alexander(2000)]):

1) According to evolutionary particularism, the explanans will consist in a specific
mechanism M which given p in S will generate the behavior b. Accordingly, M is of a
psychological nature. Then, evolutionary particularism consists in identifying a partic-
ular mechanism for a particular behavior and explaining its evolution.
2) By contrast, evolutionary generalism will not search for M. Its aim is to explain the
evolution of the behavior b according to its adaptive properties A measured by some
particular criteria. Evolutionary generalism does not link A to a specific problem p but
rather to a general class of problems P sufficiently similar such that they appeal to the
same adaptive properties.

Evolutionary particularism and evolutionary generalism are clearly different evolu-
tionary account of morality. But they are not necessarily antagonistic. For example,
Alexander [Alexander(2007)] argues for a more narrow association of evolutionary game
theory with the theory of bounded rationality and with works bridging the gap between
economics and psychology. However, problems remain with evolutionary generalism. We
can point here some of them. The main problem is undoubtedly related to the represen-
tativeness of the models offered. It is not obvious that the models refer to any relevant
situation in the real world. In fact, Alexander as well as well authors working inside
the evolutionary generalism approach such as Skyrms (or also Axelrod’s [Axelrod(1984)]
evolutionary models of cooperation for example) start from very generic and simple sit-
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uations: the prisoner’s dilemma, the stag hunt, the Nash demand game, the ultimatum
game... The deep exploration of these models is clearly insightful but how far the con-
clusion derived from it can be extended is uncertain. Economists are used to employ
and to hear arguments relying on very abstract reasoning grounded on simple models.
However, the usefulness of these models depends of their credibility, that is the way they
relate to the real world ([Sugden(2000)]).

As argued in the preceding section, the relationships between some evolutionary
models of justice and the empirical world are somewhat weak. Meanwhile, there is a
pervading ambiguity concerning the way the evolutionary models have to be interpreted.
We are generally not given any hint on how to interpret payoffs given in the matrix of
game-theoretic models. When evolutionary game theory is applied to biological matters,
such an interpretation is straightforward since payoffs are equated with biological fitness.
Economists using evolutionary game theory to study learning processes or socioeconomic
evolution generally substitute fitness for expected utility, with the underlying assump-
tion that the more a strategy generates utility, the more probable it will be adopted in
the population. This assumption is clearly disputable on empirical ground. The problem
is the same in spatially structured models. For example, the ‘imitate the best neighbor’
dynamics necessitates for the theorist to assume that individuals are able to make inter-
personal comparisons of utility through some devices establishing a standard measuring
scale. It may be possible for such assumption to be verified in specific cases where payoffs
could be equated to monetary gains. Even then, it remains to be seen if the value of one
unit of money is constant through individuals. Anyway, in most cases, it simply does
not exist any mean for individuals to proceed to such interpersonal comparisons. As we
have noted above, Ken Binmore produces an evolutionary argument to account for the
possibility of interpersonal comparisons of utility. Beyond the question of the validity of
this specific argument,18 the important point is that it seems impossible to reduce the
evolution of justice to a cultural evolutionary process. Evolutionary generalism then has
to integrate both biological and cultural evolutionary processes.

Then, one can argue that to avoid any explicit discussion of the mechanisms M sus-
taining moral or fair behavior leads inevitably to a lack of representativeness and/or
resemblance of the model. However, (general) evolutionary explanations can be advan-
tageously completed by adding psychological mechanisms. Robert Sugden’s resentment
hypothesis ([Sugden(2005)]) is a great illustration of this. Once a rule or a convention
is well established, it can be thought to be common knowledge in a population P. Then,
it is possible that such a rule R acquires a moral content provided that:
1) (almost) everyone in P follows R
2) if one individual in P follows R, then it is in his interest that everyone in P follows R

18Robert Sugden [Sugden(2001b)] notes that Binmore’s argument assumes that interpersonal compar-
isons of utility through empathetic preferences are necessary only has an equilibrium selection device
when players’ utility functions and rationality are common knowledge. If we abstract from these dis-
putable assumptions, interpersonal comparisons of utility as no longer any meaning. Nonetheless, the
capacity of empathetic judgment might still evolve as a device to predict others’ actions.
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3) if everybody in P follow R, then it is in the interest of each individual to follow R

While the third condition is constitutive of the definition of a convention, the second
one need not to be met for every one of them. Sugden conjectures that when those con-
ditions are met, rules and conventions will produce normative expectations from each
member of P. To deviate from R will then lead the individuals who have been hurt by
this deviation to feel resentment toward the rule-breaker. Since R is common knowledge,
the rule-breaker knows that others will fell resentment toward him and, provided that
the rule-breaker is averse to be the subject of resentment, it can lead to a decrease of its
utility when breaking the rule. Formally, it is easy to demonstrate that because of this
psychological mechanism, players can be lead to cooperate even in a one-shot prisoner’s
dilemma if their aversion for resentment is sufficiently important and if a rule urging to
cooperate exists.19 To invoke such kind of psychological mechanism is interesting in the
specific case where an exogenous shock (changes in preferences, in the set of strategies
or in payoffs) results in a rule R to be no longer an equilibrium. Then, despite the fact
that players may have individually (and possibly collectively) an interest to deviate from
R, normative expectations and resentment aversion can maintain it.20 Interestingly, this
means that fairness judgments might sometimes be “out-of-equilibrium”. Therefore,
psychological mechanisms may be important to understand the resistance of some fair-
ness judgments or moral rules even they lead to profoundly suboptimal outcomes. Of
course, in the long run, resentment aversion could be insufficient to keep a rule stable in
the face of changes in the environment. To be complete, this evolutionary account must
produce a rationale for the existence of such a psychological mechanism. Several expla-
nations seem reasonable, as for for example one ground on group selection hypothesis:
communities that have been able to foster cooperation even in the face of an unfriendly
context thank to psychological mechanisms like resentment-aversion may have had an
advantage in the selection process. At the individual level, one can conjecture that to
possess a psychological mechanism of this kind allows one to anticipate retaliation from
the rest of the community, and therefore to avoid costly sanctions. Anyway, this proves
that evolutionary particularism and evolutionary generalism must be combined.

4 The Role of Power and Coalitions in the Bargaining Process

We have discussed in the second section the issue of the representativeness and resem-
blance of evolutionary models of justice. The biggest concern relates to the use of the
Nash bargaining game to explain the evolution of fairness but similar problems appear
with any use of simple model to account for complex evolutionary phenomena. As we

19Sugden’s model is very similar to the fairness equilibrium model of Mathew Rabin [Rabin(1993)].
But Sugden’s is even more general since it is not necessary to determine to what each player is entitled
to. Only expectations on how others will act matter for the appearance of resentment.

20The normative expectations hypothesis can also help to explain how high level of cooperation can
be maintained in repeated games in large population without making the assumption that individuals
have pro-social preferences.
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have noted above, Skyrms’ model implicitly assumes that when A and B play the Nash
demand game, a referee C will enforce the agreement which might be concluded by A
and B. However, this generates several questions: who is C? Why do A and B accept to
let C enforcing the deal? If C has the ability to enforce the deal, why he does not use
his power to steal a part or the totality of the cake? If we assume that to enforce a deal
is costly, why does C dare to play his role? To give a credible account of the impartial
stance of C, one must assume that the bargaining game is embedded in a preexisting
institutional setting and/or that C is endowed with pro-social preferences. To explain
this setting or the referee’s preferences is needed to have any hope that the bargaining
game could bring insights on the evolution of justice. One way to escape this criticism is
to assume that the game is repeated, as done by Binmore. Then, it is no longer necessary
that a referee enforces the deal since the agreement becomes self-enforcing.

However, it is only a partial solution. Even if Binmore tries hard to naturalize the
game of life, he avoids (or underestimates) several crucial problems. Notably, it is pretty
clear that individuals are not equal regarding their strength and their ability. This leads
to asymmetries in negotiating power that might result in highly unequal agreement, as
predicted by the standard Nash bargaining theory. One can responds that since players
are bargaining under a veil of ignorance, they cannot know in advance who they will
be, leading them to more egalitarian agreements. But this is not convincing: Binmore’s
argument to model the game of life as if he was played under a veil of ignorance is
that humans in foraging societies were facing strong uncertainty regarding the result
of their hunt. However, even in the face of uncertainty, asymmetries in strength and
ability result in bargaining power. Take a community with two types of hunters: high-
ability hunters who under normal conditions N bring back a quantity xh of food, and
low-ability hunters who under the same normal condition bring back xl. Accordingly,
we have xh > xl. Each hunter may face independently three kinds of conditions when
he goes hunting on each day: favorable (F), normal (N) and unfavorable (U). Assume
that gains depend of the ability and of the conditions and are as follow:

xhF = xh + β
xhU = xh − β
xlF = xl + β
xlU = xl − β

It is clear that if xhU > xlF , that is if β < (xh − xl)/2, then any egalitarian assur-
ance contract between the two populations of hunters cannot be concluded. Provided
that asymmetries in ability are important relative to the risk each hunter is facing, and
assuming hunters are equal against those risks, high-ability hunters may have no inter-
est in agreeing to an assurance contract with low-ability hunters, unless it stipulates
a very favorable redistributing schemes to high-ability hunters. But then, low-ability
hunters may have no interest to agree to such a deal, unless xlU is so low that it puts
hunters life at risk.21 Therefore, even with uncertainty, asymmetries in ability produce

21Imagine that xl is the minimum that must be hunt to survive. If we assume that hunters realistically
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bargaining power and must result in unequal social contracts. It is still possible that
preexisting social rules or conventions force high-ability hunters to redistribute more or
less equally their prize but it leads to the objection made above: it is necessary to embed
the bargaining game in a larger game, undermining the attempt to naturalize the social
contract through a simple bargaining process. In fact, it is then less clear what the role
of the “game of morals” is deemed to be. As a coordinating device, it could result in
the selection of highly unequal (but still judged “fair” by the member of the society)
equilibrium since the ancestral disequilibrium in bargaining power must have shape each
individuals’ personal and empathetic preferences. This is not an argument against an
evolutionary explanation of justice though. It only shows the inadequacy of using a
symmetric bargain game to argue for a specific conception of justice. Of course, the
question of the balance of bargaining powers among hunters and gatherers in foraging
communities is an empirical one. It may be possible that this balance was sufficiently
equal to allow for the egalitarian social contract put forward by Binmore to appear. But
there is a lack of evidence to argue for this case.

The problem of inequality of bargaining power leads to a second one, acknowledge
by both Binmore and Skyrms but nevertheless eschewed by their analysis: the potential
role played by coalitions in the bargaining process. In fact, once we acknowledge that
some individuals may have more strengths than others, it seems reasonable to expect
that weaker individuals may try to associate to increase their bargaining power. It is
a quite unexceptional phenomena in our modern days and so it was probably the same
10,000 years ago. Philip Kitcher [Kitcher(1999)] notes that coalitions and alliances are
observed in studies of the social behavior of social primates:

The lives of chimpanzees, bonobos, and some baboon species are domi-
nated by coalitions and alliances, often maintained or repaired by prolonged
bouts of social grooming. Animals’ chances of securing food, receiving care
and protection, exercising mate choice, and other important determinants
of fitness depend on which other members of the troop will come to their
aid. At the earliest stages of an animal’s life, support is typically provided
by the mother and other relatives (although, even here, the well-being of
the infant depends on the mother’s alliances), but a recently-weaned juvenile
needs friends to thrive at all. (p. 225)

Kitcher then goes to conjecture that the strategy used by social primates is a relic
of the way through which our common ancestors accessed to sociability. He offers a
model of coalitions formation in the bargaining game; we present a slightly modified
version of it. Assume a population of N individuals in a region with r resources, each
of a value v. Say that the fitness of an individual is a function of the number of the
resources collected. In a given period, each individual may visit k resources before they

care about the future, then the best low-ability hunters can have is a deal guaranteeing them xl each
day through a conditional redistribution of β. High-ability hunters then emerged with an expected gain
of xh, the same as if there is no deal.
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get renewed. There might be two cases: resources might be abundant, that is Nk < r.
In this case, bargaining power has a minor importance. But if Nk > r, this means
that it exists a competition over resources between individuals. Imagine that we can
rank individuals by their strengths in an increasing order as follows: s1...sn. We can
model the meeting of two individuals for the acquisition of a resource through the same
hawk-dove game above by changing the value of the cost parameter C depending on the
relative strengths of each individual. More simply, we can follow Kitcher by assuming
that if si < sj , then the j th individual is sure to take the resource without cost. Say
there are three individuals A, B and C fighting for a resource. We have sA > sB > sC .
According to our assumptions, A should win the resource. But, assuming that the
strength of a coalition is the sum of the strength of each of its member, if sB + sC > sA
we can imagine B and C to associate to take possession of the resource. Evidently, since
sB > sC , C will never agree to associate with B if he expects B to try to take possession
of the resource once A has been eliminated. This gives B an incentive to find a way to
commit to share (not necessarily equally) the resource with C. A reasonable assumption
consists to see the capacity of an individual to commit as a function of its reputation as
in “good-standing” models. For example, say that an individual is in good-standing as
long as he honors the deal made and that the status of an individual is public. Then,
provided that the individuals discount the future at a sufficiently low rate, it must exist
a sharing-agreement of v that the strongest individual of the coalition has interest to
respect.22 It is worth noting that if m coalitions of two players are created, they can
visit a total of km resources per period. While Nk > r, it may be that mk < r, which
means that a region may be partitioned between a stable set of coalitions. Allowing
coalitions to be made of more than two players and making more realistic assumptions
concerning the strength of coalitions (with for example decreasing marginal returns at
some point when another member is added) would make the dynamic quite complex.
However, this simple reasoning is sufficient to show that coalitions must have play a role
in the evolution of justice once we accept the claim that our fairness norms originate in
the economic organization of human foraging societies.

5 The Evolution of Justice: The Need to Take Into Account Psycho-
logical and Institutional factors

We will conclude our study of the evolutionary explanations of justice by arguing that
thought potentially interesting, this explanatory strategy lacks for the moment an ad-
equate integration of psychological and institutional factors. This claim is no surprise,
since we have already made similar points in the sections above. The idea that justice
must be explained as the result of an evolutionary process, though not new, is impor-
tant. It is not new since the Scottish philosopher David Hume had already attempted
to explain our principles of justice as the product of conventions having evolved. In

22Of course, such a model of good-standing is vulnerable to the same criticism made against folk
theorems with private information.
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fact, Hume argued that conventions of property had evolved spontaneously as a result
of actions of individuals following their strict self-interest. Once established, those con-
ventions have evolved into moral norms endowed with a normative dimension. Though
Hume puts principles of justice in the category of artificial virtues, they also have a
natural dimension because from the point of view of the individual, they ought to be
followed. Binmore, Skyrms and Sugden all locate the origin of their evolutionary ap-
proach in Hume’s theory of justice. This put them in sharp contrast with the traditional
theories of justice developed by moral and political philosopher in the twentieth century
which all rely on a more Kantian approach. In fact, theories of justice generally try to
derive principles of justice starting from a set of axioms itself grounded on metaphysical
principles.

Traditional theories of justice have a straightforward normative character. For exam-
ple, David Gauthier’s “constrained maximization” and rational commitment ([Gauthier(1986)]),
or John Rawls’ principle of difference ([Rawls(1971)] are normative statement on how
individuals ought to behave or what principles of justice ought to be. Because their ax-
ioms are granted to be reasonable, this normative statements are taken to be meaningful,
though they may still be difficult to put into practice. Evolutionary theories of justice
take a very different direction. They attempt to explain why people have the normative
beliefs they have. In this sense, these theories are scientific in character before being
philosophical. They are grounded on a firm belief concerning the way philosophers and
scientists relate to the real world, as state by Brian Skyrms [Skyrms(1996)]:

Ethics is a study of possibilities of how one might live. Political philosophy
is the study of how societies might be organized. If possibility is construed
generously we have utopian theory. Those who could deal with “men as
they are” need to work with a more restrictive sense of possibility. Concern
with the interactive dynamics of biological evolution, cultural evolution, and
learning provides some interesting constraints. (p. 109)

In other words, before asking how a fair society ought to be organized, one must
understand what are the fairness principles actually existing in a society and why people
follow it. Clearly, one of the main worry of all proponents of evolutionary theories of
justice is to take into account the central issue of the sustainability of fairness norms.
Ken Binmore is pretty clear on this point, stating that before being fair, a social contract
must be efficient and stable. Being attentive to the condition of stability allows one to
drastically restrict the set of feasible outcomes and is deemed to guarantee that the nor-
mative thinking will not be a pure waste of time. Game theory is the most natural tool
to be used to answer the question of stability. All concepts of equilibrium in game theory
are engaged in determining what are the consistent behaviors and beliefs guaranteeing
that once they have emerged, nobody will have interest to change them. Moreover, evo-
lutionary explanations of justice are a natural place to make use of evolutionary game
theory. This is fortunate since, while traditional game theory has made little progress
to overcome foundational issues undermining its relevance (e.g. multiplicity of equilibria
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and more importantly relevance of the Nash equilibrium concept), evolutionary game
theory appears to be a promising way to solve the theoretical problems resulting from
the rationality assumption.

If justice is the result of an evolutionary process, it is a huge necessity to be clear
on the nature of this evolutionary process. Evolution might be cultural or biological
and is likely to result in complex interactions between genetic and cultural factors. We
have shown in the third section that an ambiguity pertains some evolutionary models
of justice concerning the nature of the evolutionary process in action. In other cases, as
in Binmore’s theory of justice, it is argue that biological evolution has set the ground
on which cultural evolution operates: the device of the original position is encoded in
our genes as well as the existence of empathetic preferences. The content of empathetic
preferences is however the result of cultural forces. Beyond the internal tensions in these
theories we have underlined above, we would like to point three issues that evolutionary
theories should directly confront and, for the moment, do not answer properly.

5.1 How To Interpret Payoffs in Evolutionary Models?

Since evolutionary theories of justice largely rely on evolutionary game theory, it seems
important to be confident in the use economists and philosophers have made of it to
study justice. Such confidence may not seem warranted when one comes to the critique
developed by Robert Sugden ([Sugden(2001a)], [Sugden(2001b)]) of the way economists
have made use of evolutionary game theory in the last twenty years. Sugden’s critique,
of which both Binmore and Skyrms are two of the targets, consists in arguing that
economists have largely used evolutionary game theory in an axiomatic fashion, in di-
rect contradiction with its empiricially-oriented use by evolutionary biologists. Through
the label “recovery program”, Sugden aims at criticizing theoretical works using evolu-
tionary game theory to recover some of the results of classical game theory. The price
of this recovery is a recourse to heroic assumptions making the models empirically irrel-
evant but also a deep ambiguity concerning the way some primitives of the model are to
be interpreted. This is particularly true in the case of payoffs.

When using evolutionary game theory, biologists have at their disposal a very straight-
forward interpretation of payoffs in terms of fitness (or more accurately expected fitness).
Fitness is measured by the expected numbers of offspring an organism will have as a
function of its phenotype (strategy). This interpretation allows an easy recover of the
Darwinian theory of the natural selection: phenotypes whose fitness is superior to the
mean fitness of the population will expand in the population. This process is described
by the replicator dynamics and, more generally, by any qualitatively adaptive dynamics.
Economists using evolutionary game theory to study cultural or socioeconomic evolution
cannot interpret payoffs in the same way.23 Replication at the cultural level is not of a ge-

23Of course, when economists are interested in the biological origins of specific preferences, such as
altruism, risk aversion or resentment-aversion, they have at their disposal the biological interpretation
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netic kind and economists are generally silent on the precise mechanism through which
replication occurs. Binmore ([Binmore(1994)], [Binmore(1998)]) has made use of the
concept of “meme” to give an ontological grounding to his evolutionary argument, but
as he has himself noted later ([Binmore(2005)]), this concept has several problems. Gen-
erally, replication is deemed to occur through imitation or local optimization (best-reply
dynamics). Payoffs are then thought as indices measuring the rate or the propensity
of a strategy to be imitated or adopted through boundedly rational reasoning. In this
sense, payoffs are nothing more than (expected) utils. As soon as utils are thought as a
way to measure the rate of replication of strategies, it becomes possible to make use of
qualitatively adaptive dynamics to study the dynamics of cultural systems.

This explains why Binmore tries hard to give a naturalistic account of the expected
utility theory. Recalls that to describe the behavior of an organism (human or animal)
with a utility function, several constraining assumptions have to be met, starting with
that each organism must be endowed with a complete and transitive set of preferences.
There are many controversies around the issue of the transitivity of preferences as a
plausible outcome of a selection process.24 Given the results coming from behavioral
economics, we may legitimately doubt of the validity that the assumptions of expected
utility theory are an evolutionary product. Whatever the validity of this claim, it re-
mains that this interpretation in evolutionary game theory is grounded on an ontological
generalization (rather than a simple analogy) assuming that the same, highly abstract,
evolutionary process is at work at both the genetic and the cultural level. This as-
sumption may be valid but one has to acknowledge a crucial difference between genetic
and cultural evolution: while the mechanisms of replication are well understood in bi-
ology, they remain largely a mystery in the social sciences. It is true that evolutionary
biologists are used to abstract from the complexities of genetic replication when using
evolutionary game theory. In fact, they often assume asexual reproduction as well as
a strict deterministic relation between the genotype and the phenotype. However, such
assumptions are made for the sake of simplicity and relevance: they are well-understood
and motivated abstractions. It seems not possible to make the same claim for the use
of evolutionary game theory by social scientists. In fact, the link between adaptation
and replication is more than a tautology, it is an empirical fact (an organism which is
relatively well adapted to its environment will reproduce faster) that Mendelian genet-
ics permits to explore. The link between expected utility and replication is not only an
unchecked empirical claim, it is grounded on the uncertain evolutionary basis of expected
utility theory.

of evolutionary game theory.
24The argument of the “money pumps” is well known but controversial. See [Ross(2005)] for a defense

of the transitivity of preferences assumption and more generally of the revealed preferences theory. Com-
menting on Binmore’s theory, Sugden [Sugden(2001b)] and Gintis [Gintis(2006)] develops antagonistic
points of view on this question, even interpreting Binmore’s account in different ways.
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5.2 How Biology and Culture Interact?

We have note above that evolution may be both cultural and genetic. Evolutionary the-
ories of justice do not treat this issue all in the same way. Skyrms’ models for example
are thought to represent cultural evolution but remain silent on the specific nature of
it (and particularly do not discuss the issue of the interpretation of payoffs). Binmore
separates genetic evolution from cultural evolution and seems to take the former has
chronologically and logically antecedent to the latter. Sugden, while not discussing ex-
plicitly this issue, introduces psychological mechanisms (resentment-aversion) produced
by biological evolution to complete his evolutionary account. What seems to be lacking
is an explicit and extensive discussion of the interactions between genetic and cultural
evolution, not only in ancestral times but also in our modern days. This point is even
more relevant since such a discussion might be necessary to gain a better understanding
of the mechanisms of replication at the cultural level.

There is a large literature, both theoretical and empirical, on the coevolution of genes
and culture (see, for example, [Boyd and Richerson(1985)], [Richerson and Boyd(2005)]).
These studies show that, once we acknowledge that cultural evolution builds on genetic
evolution, simple evolutionary models are insufficient to understand how cultural beliefs
have evolved. We will give only one example coming from the work of Robert Boyd and
Peter Richerson ([Boyd and Richerson(1985)]) but of course the lessons coming from this
literature expands well beyond it. Relying on empirical studies in social psychology, the
authors found that the transmission of cultural traits from individual to individual seems
to be the subject of several biases. Notably, they observe what they call a “conformist
transmission” and a “prestige bias”. The former means that individuals tend to adopt
the cultural trait which is dominant in the population, ceteris paribus. The latter states
that individuals have a propensity to adopt the cultural trait possessed by prestigious
individuals or role models. Boyd and Richerson demonstrate that such transmission
mechanisms may have a genetic basis since they gave an evolutionary advantage when
the environment is characterized by high uncertainty levels. These biases have evidently
evolutionary weight and may contradict replication by strict utility.25 Though their evo-
lutionary models do not make use of evolutionary game theory, the transmission biases
identified by the authors can be included in the replicator dynamics (see [Bowles(2006)],
[Skyrms(2005)]).

Models of genes/culture coevolution are typically messier than pure cultural evolu-
tionary models. This lost of simplicity has nevertheless at least two virtues. First, it
makes explicit the role of biology in the evolution of justice. While Skyrms’ models
ignore biological evolution, Binmore indicates that biology has played a role. However,
biological evolution is not explicitly modeled. As we have seen above, the result is a
somewhat fuzzy argument on the evolutionary origins of expected utility maximization

25Boyd and Richerson speak of a “natural selection of culture”. In this case, cultural traits are selected
according to their propensity to make their owners in position to transmit them through vertical, oblique
or horizontal transmission.
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and on the origins of empathetic preferences. To make biology explicit allows one to
evaluate the plausibility of such a claim. More generally, it is the only way to give a
convincing account of the mechanisms of replication at the cultural level. Though less
evident, a second virtue of models of genes/culture coevolution is that they give a more
solid foundation to the claim that justice is the product of cultural group selection. Re-
call that Binmore explains the efficiency of social contracts through a group selection
argument. However, his account relies on the folk theorems: once each social group
has found an equilibrium in the repeated game of life, suboptimal social contracts are
deemed to be eliminated. To doubt of the relevance of the folk theorems to explain
justice means to doubt of this kind of group selection argument. Transmission bias
such as conformist transmission provide a different reason to see cultural group selec-
tion as an important factor in the evolution of justice. It is fairly clear that conformist
transmission favors the fixation of a cultural variant in a population since it creates
a kind of bandwagon dynamics. In models of multilevel selection, group selection (or
“between-group selection”) is distinguished from individual selection (or “withing-group
selection”). When individual and group selection have contrary effects - as this is case
for the evolution of altruistic traits - the net result depends of the relative strength of
both processes. The more behaviors (or any other phenotypic traits) in the group are
homogeneous (i.e. the smaller is the variance), the stronger the effect of group selection
will be. Unsurprisingly, Boyd and Richerson [Boyd and Richerson(1985)] demonstrates
that because of conformist transmission, group selection has been an important factor
in the evolution of culturally transmitted traits.

This framework provides a solid argument in favor of the idea that groups, and
particularly ethnic groups, have played a fundamental role in the evolution of fairness
principles. Though Binmore reaches the same conclusion by taking a different route, the
explanation grounded on the specificity of transmission mechanisms eschew the theoret-
ical limits of the folk theorems. Moreover, it is supported by strong empirical evidences.

5.3 Embeddedness and Focal Points

Evolutionary game theorists’ lack of interest for empirical and historical details is the
main target of Robert Sugden’s [Sugden(2001a)] strong criticism of contemporary game
theory. This criticism seems particularly apt in the case of some evolutionary accounts
of justice as the two previous subsection should have made it clear. We would like to
finish this paper by showing that for an evolutionary theory of justice to be relevant,
it has to take seriously the importance of institutional and psychological factors. The
concepts of embeddedness and focal points are important in this respect.

The importance of focal points in the evolution of convention has been demonstrated
by Thomas Schelling [Schelling(1960)] and David Lewis [Lewis(1969)]. Focal points are
a way to overcome the logical indeterminacy of many game-theoretic models, notably
of games of coordination. A focal points may be defined as a strategy or an outcome
possessing particular characteristics making it salient or prominent. Salience allows a
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practical reasoning of the form “since strategy S appears salient to me, I can reasonably
believe that S appears salient to him, therefore I can reasonably believe that he believes
that S appears salient to me, therefore I can reasonably believe that he believes that
I believe that S appears salient to him... so playing S is reasonable”. Clearly, such a
practical reasoning defies the deductive logic entailed by common knowledge of rational-
ity and, moreover, it is difficult to formalize.26 However, what counts is that salience is
empirically important. Once we acknowledge the role that salience may play in human
interactions, to ignore it in studying the evolution of justice seems unwarranted.

Salience can disrupt the deterministic dynamics (such as the replicator dynamics) of
simple evolutionary models in many ways. This is particularly the case in models with
multiple equilibria where an unstable equilibrium separates the basin of attractions of
the stables points in the dynamics. Take the simplest coordination game with two equi-
libria (say ‘to drive on the right’ and ‘to drive on the left’). Once we know the initial
state of the population, we know which equilibrium will be selected in the replicator
dynamics. But it may be that one of the strategy is more salient than the other. In this
case, if at the initial state the salient strategy is only slightly dominated, it may still
have a chance to come to dominate the population.27 A more interesting illustration
is the asymmetric hawk-dove game presented in the first section. We have seen that
the introduction of asymmetries create two equilibria but nevertheless that one seems
more “natural” than the other and is always the one found in nature. Moreover, salience
may also play a role in determining what asymmetries individuals will be aware of. In
fact, possession is only one of a great number of asymmetries that could be used as a
correlating device.

Of course, to invoke salience to explain fairness principles is only half of the story.
Indeed, any evolutionary-minded thinker will want to know where does salience come
from. An evolutionary explanation of salience is then possible.28 The basic argument is
to consider that a particular outcome seems salient to us because it has been selected
long time ago. However, to be valid such an explanation has to locate the evolution of
salience in biological evolution; if not, one faces the risk of infinite regress. Moreover, if
salience has biological origins, it is then necessary to give a credible account of proximate
mechanisms through which it operates in the psychology of humans. As we have noted
in the third section, this is however an aspect that evolutionary generalism does not try
to account of.

More promising seems to accept to take salience as a primitive in evolutionary mod-
els but to produce a convincing narrative explaining why at this time and at this place,

26Michael Bacharach [Bacharach(2006)] has developed an interesting attempt to give a formalization
of salience by allowing strategies to be labeled in different ways.

27Though largely artificial, a formal way to formalize this idea is to allow for a small rate of errors
with a rate slightly higher when one plays the non-salient strategy.

28Both Skyrms[Skyrms(2004)], in the case of the evolution of signaling, and Young[Young(1998)] in
the case of the evolution of fairness norms, argue along this way.
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a particular fairness principles has been salient. This narrative should probably empha-
size the importance of institution. The concept of embeddedness first proposed by the
economist Karl Polanyi but essentially used by sociologists might be useful here. In its
narrower version (essentially used by network sociologists), embeddedness means that
individual action is caught in a web of various links: friendship, trust, professional rela-
tionships, and so on. In its looser sense, it designates the fact that any individual action
takes place in an ethos, a paradigm allowing individuals to interpret the world around
them. This paradigm will typically be performative, in the sense that by framing the
way individuals see the world, it helps its very own reproduction.29 It is important to
acknowledge that this ethos does not reduce to pure magical thinking or naive cultural-
ism. What can also be called “ideology” is partly produced by institutions and notably
by norms. Institutions contribute to shape beliefs and representations, and so contribute
to define what is natural or salient.

Because justice principles are arguably part of the institutional framework of the
society, individual actions are embedded in it. But, because the point of evolutionary
theories of justice is to locate fairness principles in the equilibria individuals have chose
by their action, we are lead to the conclusion that those theories cannot escape to take
more attention to the institutional construction of justice. The main implication is that
it is of the foremost important to determine what are the games individuals have played,
and continue to played, through the evolution of justice. Unfortunately, it is the aspect
that evolutionary theories of justice have the most neglected at this moment.
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